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Past and future changes in extreme precipitation across the globe 
Evidence of the impact of anthropogenic forcing on 
extreme precipitation is strengthening, and yet remains 
enigmatic in many respects. 
Recently updated statistics describing observed changes 
in precipitation extremes at thousands of observing 
stations across the globe show intensification of 1-day 
precipitation extremes that is consistent with Clausius-
Clapeyron (Fig. 1). 
Attribution studies using different methods, 
observations, and ESMs, including a recent study (Fig. 2) 
that applies an attribution formalism directly to station 
data, find sufficient correspondence between observed 
and CMIP6 ESM-simulated changes in extreme 
precipitation to attribute observed changes to 
anthropogenic forcing globally, and in three of four 
large continental scale areas with adequate station 
data. 
Nevertheless, intensification is not observed in all IPCC 
regions, and can only be detected in a small fraction of 
individual station records (Fig. 1b). Moreover, spatial 
patterns of observe intensity changes (Fig. 1a, 3a) are 
not clearly reproduced by ESMs under historical forcing 
(Fig. 3b), presumably due to the impact of regional 
forcing and response mechanisms that may not be well 
represented by ESMs and the effects of low frequency 
climate variability. 
The ESMs project a consistent pattern of extreme 
precipitation change for the future across emissions 
scenarios, with intensification occurring over most of 
the globe, including almost all land areas, and 
weakening occurring in subtropical areas where the 
downwelling branches of the Hadley circulation appear 
to strengthen (Fig. 4). 
The projected changes in extreme precipitation 
generally scale well with warming where intensification 
occurs (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, there are subtle variations 
in the pattern of response in the intensity and 
frequency (Fig. 6) of extreme precipitation when 
comparing different forcing scenarios, with heavily 
discussed “hot spots” such as the Mediterranean and 
South African regions being evident in the projected 
response patterns at lower forcing levels. 
These projected patterns of change suggest why 
anthropogenic influence has not been detected in the 
Oceania continental scale region encompassing the 
Maritime Continent, Australia and New Zealand. 

Figure 1: Estimated local sensitivity of observed annual maximum 1-day precipitation amounts (Rx1day) to temperature change (percentage change per 1℃ increase 
in global mean surface temperature) during the period 1950–2018. The red dot in (b) represents the median sensitivity amongst 7293 global land-based observing 
stations while the box-and-whisker plot summarizes the estimated distribution of the sensitivity from 1000 bootstrap realizations under conditions when the null 
hypothesis that the sensitivity is zero is true. The observed median sensitivity estimate is evidently significantly larger than zero. Amongst the 7293 stations, 9.1% 
show statistically significant increases in Rx1day over the period of record at the 2.5% significance level with using a Mann-Kendall test, while 2.1% show statistically 
significant decreases. The latter rate is consistent with the expected 2.5% false discovery rate, while the former is significantly greater than 2.5%. Sun et al. (2021a)
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Figure 6. Estimated waiting times (a and b) for 1950±1954 20-year extreme events in the 2010±766 

2014 climate for two-signal (ANT and NAT) detection, the median values of attributable relative 767 

changes (c and d), and the median values of the sensitivity of precipitation extremes to 768 

temperature change (percentage change per 1 K increase in global mean surface temperature, e 769 

and f) in Rx1day and Rx5day for spatial domains where ANT signals are detected robustly. 770 

Black plots are for CanESM2; orange plots are for CMIP6.  771 
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Figure 2: Change in Rx1day attributed to anthropogenic forcing 
(upper panel) and corresponding sensitivity to warming (lower) 
based on a formal detection and attribution analysis using Rx1day 
responses to external forcing obtained from CanESM2 (black) and a 
selection of CMIP6 models (orange) for global, three continental 
domains, and seven sub-continental domains with sufficient data 
where the effect of anthropogenic forcing is robustly detected. Based 
on 5081 observing stations covering 1950-2014. Sun et al (2021b).

Figure 3: Spatial patterns of long-term trends in gridded Rx1day (using a probability-based index) during 1951–2015 from observations (a) and CMIP6 multi-model 
simulations with anthropogenic plus natural forcing (b), only greenhouse gas (GHG). Black dots indicate grid boxes where long-term trends are significant at the 5% 
level based on t test in observations or where more than five of seven CMIP6 models have trends of the same sign. From Paik et al. (2020).

attributable changes to each signal are estimated by multiplying the obtained scaling factors with long!term
trends of !ngerprints (Hegerl & Zwiers, 2011).

3. Results
3.1. Observed and Modeled Trends

Figure 2 illustrates spatial patterns of the observed and CMIP6 MME!simulated trends of PI for Rx1day and
Rx5day over 1951 to 2015. Observations show signi!cant increases especially over NH extratropics, while the
trends are uncertain especially over Asia and Southern Hemisphere. TheMMEs fromALL simulations show
positive trends for a large part of the global land, and trends are greater over the NH extratropics with large
intermodel consistency regarding the sign of the response. GHG also has increasing trends in most regions
with stronger amplitudes than ALL. AER has a counteracting in"uence especially over Asia as shown by Lau
et al. (2017), causing the weaker increase in extreme precipitation in ALL than in GHG. NAT simulations
exhibit only small long!term trends. Results for Rx1day and Rx5day show very similar patterns for both
observations and CMIP6 simulations.

Area!averaged Rx1day and Rx5day PI time series of observations and CMIP6MME are illustrated in Figure 3
over global land (GLB), two broad zonal regions (NHE and TR), three NH continents (NA, EU, and AS), and

Figure 2. Spatial patterns of long!term trends in (a) Rx1day and (b) Rx5day (using a probability!based index, PI) during
1951–2015 from observations (OBS), CMIP6 multimodel simulations with anthropogenic plus natural forcing (ALL), only
greenhouse gas (GHG), anthropogenic aerosol (AER), and natural forcing (NAT). Black dots indicate grids where
long!term trends are signi!cant at the 5% level based on t test in observations or more than !ve models have equal sign of
the responses among seven CMIP6 models (Table S1).
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Figure 4: CMIP6 multi-model median projected changes in the 50-yr return values of RX1day at (a) 2℃ and (b) 4℃ global warming above 
preindustrial relative to the change at 1℃ global warming. Stippling marks grid cells where at least 80% of the available models or warming level 
windows agree on the sign of the corresponding ensemble median changes. Li et al. (2021)

Figure 5: (a) The scaling of the global land median increases in the 
50-yr return values of RX1day with global warming in CMIP6. (b) 
Estimates of the corresponding scaling rates based on simulations 
under different forcing scenarios. Li et al. (2021) 

Figure 6: CMIP6 multimodel median ratios of the projected change in 
frequency of 50-yr RX1day events in 2071-2100 under SSP1-2.6 for 
events defined in the reference period 1985–2014. Li et al. (2021) 
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